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Spatial attention (i.e., task-relevance) and expectation (i.e., signal probability) are two critical 24 
top-down mechanisms guiding perceptual inference. Spatial attention prioritizes processing of 25 
information at task-relevant locations. Spatial expectations encode the statistical structure of the 26 
environment. An unresolved question is how the brain allocates attention and forms expectations 27 
in a multisensory environment, where task-relevance and signal probability over space can differ 28 
across sensory modalities. 29 
We used functional magnetic resonance imaging in human participants (female and male) to 30 
investigate whether the brain encodes task-relevance and signal probability over space separately 31 
or interactively across sensory modalities. In a novel multisensory paradigm, we manipulated 32 
spatial attention and expectation selectively in audition and assessed their effects on behavioral 33 
and neural responses to auditory and visual stimuli.  34 
Our results show that both auditory and visual stimuli increased activations in a right-lateralized 35 
fronto-parietal system, when they were presented at locations that were task-irrelevant in 36 
audition. Yet, only auditory stimuli increased activations in the medial prefrontal cortex when 37 
presented at expected locations and in audiovisual and fronto-parietal cortices signaling a 38 
prediction error when presented at unexpected locations.  39 
This dissociation in multisensory generalization for attention and expectation effects shows that 40 
the brain controls attentional resources interactively across the senses but encodes the statistical 41 
structure of the environment as spatial expectations independently for each sensory system. Our 42 
results demonstrate that spatial attention and expectation engage partly overlapping neural 43 




Significance statement  46 
In our natural environment the brain is exposed to a constant influx of signals through all our 47 
senses. How does the brain allocate attention and forms spatial expectations in this multisensory 48 
environment? Because observers need to respond to stimuli irrespective of their sensory 49 
modality, they may allocate attentional resources and encode the probability of events jointly 50 
across the senses.  51 
This psychophysics and neuroimaging study shows that the brain controls attentional resources 52 
interactively across the senses via a fronto-parietal system but encodes the statistical structure of 53 
the environment independently for each sense in sensory and fronto-parietal areas. Thus, spatial 54 
attention and expectation engage partly overlapping neural systems via distinct mechanisms to 55 








Spatial attention (i.e., task-relevance) and expectation (i.e., signal probability) are two critical 62 
top-down mechanisms that guide perceptual inference. Spatial attention prioritizes signal 63 
processing at locations that are relevant for the observer’s goals. Spatial expectations encode the 64 
event probability over space, i.e., the statistical structure of the environment (Summerfield and 65 
Egner, 2009).  66 
Behaviorally, both spatial attention and expectation typically facilitate perception leading to 67 
faster and more accurate responses for stimuli presented at attended and/or expected locations 68 
(Posner et al., 1980; Downing, 1988; Doherty et al., 2005; Geng and Behrmann, 2002, 2005; 69 
Carrasco, 2011). At the neural level, spatial attention is thought to increase stimulus evoked 70 
responses at task-relevant locations (Tootell et al., 1998; Brefczynski and DeYoe, 1999; Bressler 71 
et al., 2013), whereas expectations often reduce stimulus-evoked responses (Alink et al., 2010; 72 
Summerfield et al., 2008; Kok et al., 2012a; though see: Kok et al., 2012b). Importantly, spatial 73 
attention and expectations are intimately related (Zuanazzi and Noppeney, 2018). In many 74 
situations observers will allocate attentional resources to locations where events are likely to 75 
occur (Summerfield and Egner, 2009). Likewise, the majority of previous paradigms, most 76 
prominently the classical Posner paradigm (Posner, 1980), manipulated observer’s endogenous 77 
spatial attention via probabilistic cues that indicate where a task-relevant target is likely to occur. 78 
Only recently has unisensory research attempted to dissociate attention and expectation 79 
(Shulman et al., 2009; Doricchi et al., 2010; Kok et al., 2012b; Auksztulewicz and Friston, 80 
2015). Recent accounts of predictive coding suggest that attention may increase the precision of 81 
prediction errors that are elicited when expectations are violated (Feldman and Friston, 2010; 82 
Auksztulewicz and Friston, 2015).  83 
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Crucially, in our natural environment the brain is exposed to a constant influx of signals 84 
furnished by all our senses. This raises the critical question of how the brain allocates spatial 85 
attention and forms spatial expectations in a multisensory environment. Because observers need 86 
to respond to stimuli irrespective of the sense by which they are perceived, they may allocate 87 
attentional resources interactively across the senses and form an ‘amodal map’ that encodes the 88 
probability of events. In line with this conjecture, parietal cortices have previously been shown to 89 
integrate audiovisual signals weighted by their bottom-up sensory reliabilities and top-down 90 
task-relevance into audiovisual spatial priority maps (Rohe and Noppeney, 2015, 2016). 91 
Likewise, attentional resources were shown to be allocated interactively across the senses. Shifts 92 
in spatial attention that were endogenously or exogenously induced in one sensory modality 93 
affected stimulus processing in other sensory systems (Spence and Driver, 1996, 1997; Eimer 94 
and Schröger, 1998; Eimer, 1999; McDonald et al., 2000; Spence et al., 2000; Ward et al., 2000). 95 
Irrespective of stimulus modality, reorienting of spatial attention was associated with activations 96 
in ventral and to some extent dorsal fronto-parietal cortices (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Wu et 97 
al., 2007; Corbetta et al., 2008; Santangelo et al., 2008; Krumbholz et al., 2009; Macaluso, 2010; 98 
Santangelo and Macaluso, 2012). 99 
Less is known about how the brain forms spatial expectations across sensory modalities 100 
(Stekelenburg and Vroomen, 2012). Because information is initially gathered by distinct sensory 101 
organs and enters the brain via parallel pathways, each sensory system may initially encode the 102 
probability of signals selectively for its preferred sensory modality. These modality-specific 103 
spatial expectations may be reinforced particularly in environments where auditory and visual 104 
signals arise from separate sources such as in experiments that present auditory or visual signals 105 
independently (Spence and Driver, 1996). 106 
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The current study investigated how the brain allocates spatial attention and forms spatial 107 
expectations across the senses. Further, we assessed whether spatial attention and expectation 108 
rely on distinct or common neural systems and guide perceptual inference via additive or 109 
interactive mechanisms. Combining fMRI and a novel multisensory paradigm we orthogonally 110 
manipulated spatial attention (i.e., task-relevance) and expectation (i.e., spatial signal 111 
probability) selectively in audition and assessed their effects on observers’ behavioral and neural 112 
responses in audition and vision. We expected attentional resources to be interactively allocated 113 
across sensory modalities (Eimer and Schröger, 1998; Macaluso et al., 2002). By contrast, given 114 
the hierarchical organization of multisensory integration, spatial expectations and prediction 115 
errors for unexpected stimuli may be modality-specific in early sensory cortices but shared 116 
across the senses in parietal cortices (Rohe and Noppeney, 2015, 2016, 2018).  117 
 118 
Materials and Methods 119 
Participants 120 
Thirty-one healthy volunteers (8 males; mean age: 21.4 years; range: 18–27 years) participated in 121 
the psychophysics experiment. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, 122 
reported normal hearing and had no history of neurological or psychiatric illness. All participants 123 
were right-handed, according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) (mean 124 
laterality index: 84; range: 60–100). A subgroup of 22 participants (5 males; mean age: 21.2 125 
years; range: 18-27 years) was selected to take part in the fMRI experiment (see Inclusion 126 
criteria). Data collection was terminated when 22 participants had undergone the fMRI study. 127 
This sample size was determined based on Thirion et al. (2007). All participants provided written 128 
informed consent, as approved by the local ethics committee of the University of Birmingham 129 
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(Science, Technology, Mathematics and Engineering (STEM) Ethical Review Committee) and 130 
the experiment was conducted in accordance with these guidelines and regulations.  131 
 132 
Inclusion criteria 133 
A subgroup of 22 participants who had taken part in the psychophysics experiment was selected 134 
to take part in the fMRI experiment. Inclusion criteria were participants’ accuracy and fixation 135 
performance in the psychophysics experiment. Only participants who in the psychophysics 136 
experiment produced less than 20 saccades averaged across blocks and showed overall accuracy 137 
> 95% (calculated as the percentage of hits + correct rejections, pooling over auditory and visual 138 
stimuli) were selected for the fMRI experiment.  139 
 140 
Stimuli  141 
Auditory spatialized stimuli (100 ms duration) were created by convolving a burst of white noise 142 
(with 5 ms onset and offset ramps) with spatially specific head-related transfer functions 143 
(HRTFs) based on the KEMAR dummy head of the MIT Media Lab 144 
(http://sound.media.mit.edu/resources/KEMAR.html, Gardner and Martin, 1995).  145 
Visual stimuli (i.e., the so-called ‘flashes’) were white discs (100 ms duration; radius: 0.88º 146 
visual angle, luminance: 165 cd/m2) presented on a gray background (luminance: 78 cd/m2). 147 
Both auditory and visual stimuli were presented at ±10º visual angle along the azimuth (0º visual 148 
angle for elevation). A fixation cross was presented in the center of the screen throughout the 149 
entire experiment.  150 
 151 
Experimental design  152 
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In both the psychophysics and the fMRI experiment, we orthogonally manipulated spatial 153 
attention (i.e., task-relevance or response requirement) and expectation (i.e., stimulus 154 
probability) across the two hemifields selectively in audition and evaluated their effects on 155 
observers’ neural and behavioral responses to auditory and visual signals. Thus, the 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 156 
design manipulated auditory spatial attention (left vs right hemifield), auditory spatial 157 
expectation (left vs right hemifield), stimulus location (left vs right hemifield) and stimulus 158 
modality (auditory vs visual, see Fig. 1A). For the behavioral and fMRI data analysis we pooled 159 
over stimulus locations (left/right) leading to a 2 (attended vs unattended) x 2 (expected vs 160 
unexpected) x 2 (auditory vs visual stimulus modality) factorial design. Across days, auditory 161 
spatial expectation was manipulated as spatial signal probability, i.e., the probability for auditory 162 
stimuli to be presented in the left or right hemifield. Both the psychophysics and fMRI 163 
experiments were preceded by training runs, in which the spatial probability ratio of auditory 164 
targets was set to 9/1 for the expected/unexpected hemifields to boost the implicit learning of 165 
auditory spatial signal probability. In the psychophysics and fMRI experiments the auditory 166 
stimuli were presented with a ratio of 4/1 in the expected/unexpected hemifields. Observers were 167 
not explicitly informed about those probabilities. Auditory spatial attention was manipulated as 168 
‘task-relevance’, i.e., the requirement to respond to an auditory target in the left vs right 169 
hemifield. Critically, spatial attention and expectation were manipulated only in audition but not 170 
in vision. Participants needed to respond to all visual targets which were presented in either 171 
spatial hemifield with equal probability (i.e., 1/1 in the expected/unexpected hemifields, see Fig. 172 
1A and 1B). Throughout the entire experiment a central fixation cross coded in color whether 173 
participants should attend and respond to sounds in either their left or right hemifield. The 174 
mapping between color and task-relevant hemifield was counterbalanced across participants.  175 
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Spatial signal, general response and spatially selective response probability 176 
Our experiment orthogonally manipulated spatial attention as task-relevance and expectation as 177 
spatial signal probability selectively in audition. The attentional manipulation is therefore 178 
operationally linked with response requirement over space. Further, attention as response 179 
requirement and expectation as signal probability are intimately linked by co-determining 180 
general (i.e., the probability that the observer needs to make a response irrespective of the 181 
hemifield in which the signal is presented) and spatially selective (i.e., the probability that the 182 
observer needs to make a response conditioned on that the signal is presented in a particular 183 
hemifield) response probabilities.  184 
As shown in figures 1A and 1B, the general response probability is greater in block type 1, 185 
where attention and expectation are directed to the same hemifields, than in block type 2, where 186 
attention and expectation are directed to different hemifields. Put differently, greater demands 187 
are placed on response inhibition in block type 2 where the hemifield with the more frequent 188 
auditory stimuli is task-irrelevant (i.e., a response needs to be inhibited).  189 
Likewise, the spatially selective response probability is co-determined by both attention and 190 
expectation. Observers need to respond to both auditory and visual stimuli in the attended 191 
hemifield, so that the response probability in the attended hemifield is always equal to one. By 192 
contrast, in the unattended hemifield observers need to respond only to the visual stimuli. Hence, 193 
in the unattended hemifield the response probability also depends on the frequency of the 194 
auditory stimuli and hence on expectation. In the unattended hemifield the response probability 195 
is thus smaller and hence response inhibition greater when the task-irrelevant auditory stimuli are 196 
more frequent.  197 
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Importantly, in our paradigm general and spatially selective response probabilities would predict 198 
an interaction between attention and expectation that is common to auditory and visual stimuli. 199 
Conversely, main effects of attention and expectation cannot be explained by differences in 200 
response probability. 201 
 202 
Experimental procedure 203 
The current study included two experiments: (i) a psychophysics experiment conducted across 204 
two days (i.e., auditory spatial expectation was manipulated between the two days) and (ii) an 205 
fMRI experiment conducted across other two days (i.e., auditory spatial expectation was 206 
manipulated between the two days). The psychophysics experiment was conducted prior to the 207 
fMRI experiment. On each day, the psychophysics and the fMRI experimental runs were 208 
preceded by two training runs (see Experimental design).  209 
Each experimental run (duration: ~8min/run) included 10 attention blocks with 20 trials each, 210 
interleaved with 6 s fixation baseline periods. As a result of our balanced factorial design, blocks 211 
were of two types: in block type 1, spatial attention and expectation were congruent (i.e., spatial 212 
attention was directed to the hemifield with higher auditory target frequency); in block type 2, 213 
spatial attention and expectation were incongruent (i.e., attention was directed to the hemifield 214 
with lower auditory target frequency) (Fig. 1B). Thus, both psychophysics and fMRI 215 
experiments included 2000 trials = 20 trials x 10 blocks (attention manipulation: 5 blocks of type 216 
1 and 5 blocks of type 2) x 5 experimental runs x 2 days (expectation manipulation) in total. 217 
Therefore, each block type included 400 auditory stimuli for the expected hemifield (pooled over 218 
left and right) and 100 auditory stimuli for the unexpected hemifield (pooled over left and right). 219 
Each block type also included 250 visual stimuli for the expected hemifield and 250 visual 220 
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stimuli for the unexpected hemifield (pooled over left and right). For further details see Fig. 1B 221 
which shows the absolute number of trials for each condition and block type and their response 222 
requirement for the psychophysics and the fMRI experiment.  223 
The order of ‘expectation’ days (i.e., left vs right) and the color (i.e., pink or green) of the 224 
fixation cross (i.e., attention instruction) were counterbalanced across participants, the order of 225 
attention blocks was counterbalanced within and across participants and the order of stimulus 226 
location and stimulus modality were pseudo-randomized within each participant. Brief breaks 227 
were included after every run to provide feedback to participants about their performance 228 
accuracy (averaged across all conditions) in the target detection task. In the psychophysics 229 
experiment participants’ fixation performance was monitored via eye tracking, and participants 230 
were provided with feedback about their eye-movements (i.e., fixation maintenance) during the 231 
breaks. For the psychophysics experiment, mean group number of saccades was 22.9 ± 5.2 232 
[across subjects mean ± SEM]) and mean group accuracy was 97% ± 0.2% [across subjects mean 233 
± SEM] for the psychophysics experiment and 97% ± 0.5% [across subjects mean ± SEM] for 234 
the fMRI experiment. 235 
Each trial (SOA: 2200 ms) included three periods (see Fig. 1C): i. the fixation cross alone (700 236 
ms duration), ii. the brief flash or sound (stimulus duration: 100 ms) and iii. the fixation cross 237 
alone, i.e., response window (1400 ms). Participants responded to the auditory targets in the 238 
attended hemifield and to all visual targets via key press with their right index finger (i.e., the 239 
same response for all auditory and visual targets) as fast and accurately as possible. They fixated 240 
the cross in the center of the screen which was presented throughout the entire experiment.  241 
On each day, participants were first familiarized with the stimuli in brief practice runs (with 242 
equal spatial signal probability) to train them on target detection performance and, only in the 243 
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psychophysics experiment, also on fixation (i.e., a warning signal was shown when the disparity 244 
between the central fixation cross and the eye-data samples exceeded 2.5 degrees).  245 
After the final fMRI day, participants indicated in a questionnaire whether they thought the 246 
sound or the flash was presented more frequently in one of the two spatial hemifields. Eighteen 247 
out of the total 22 participants correctly reported that the auditory stimuli were more frequent in 248 
one hemifield and 20 out of 22 participants reported the visual stimuli to be equally frequent 249 
across the two hemifields, suggesting that most participants were aware of the manipulation of 250 
signal probability. 251 
 252 
Figure 1 approximately here 253 
 254 
Experimental setup  255 
Psychophysics experiment. The psychophysics experiment (training and experimental runs) was 256 
conducted in a darkened room. Participants rested their chin on a chinrest with the height held 257 
constant across all participants. Auditory stimuli were presented at approximately 72 dB SPL, 258 
via HD 280 PRO headphones (Sennheiser, Germany). To mimic the scanner environment, the 259 
scanner noise was reproduced for the whole duration of the experiment at approximately 80 dB 260 
SPL via external loudspeakers. Visual stimuli were displayed on a gamma-corrected LCD 261 
monitor (2560 x 1600 resolution, 60 Hz refresh rate, 30" Dell UltraSharp U3014, USA), at a 262 
viewing distance of approximately 50 cm from the participant’s eyes. Stimuli were presented 263 
using Psychtoolbox version 3 (Brainard, 1997; www.psychtoolbox.org, RRID: SCR_002881), 264 
running under MATLAB R2014a (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA, RRID: SCR_001622) on 265 
a Windows machine. Participants responded to all targets with their right index finger and 266 
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responses were recorded via one key of a small keypad (Targus, USA). Throughout the study, 267 
participants’ eye-movements and fixations were monitored using Tobii Eyex eyetracking system 268 
(Tobii, Sweden). 269 
fMRI experiment. During the training runs, participants lay in a mock scanner, which mimicked 270 
all features of the MRI scanner. The scanner noise was reproduced at approximately 80 dB SPL 271 
via external loudspeakers. During the experimental runs, participants lay in the MRI scanner. 272 
Auditory stimuli were presented at approximately 72 dB SPL using MR-compatible headphones 273 
(MR Confon). Visual stimuli were back-projected onto a Plexiglas screen using a BARCO 274 
projector (F35). Participants viewed the screen through a mirror mounted on the MR head coil at 275 
a viewing distance of approximately 68 cm. Stimuli were presented using Psychtoolbox version 276 
3 (Brainard, 1997; www.psychtoolbox.org, RRID: SCR_002881), running under MATLAB 277 
R2014a (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA, RRID: SCR_001622) on a MacBook Pro machine. 278 
Participants responded to all targets with their right index finger and responses were recorded via 279 
an MR-compatible keypad (NATA).  280 
 281 
fMRI data acquisition 282 
 A 3T Philips MRI scanner with 32 channel head coil was used to acquire both T1-weighted 283 
anatomical images (TR = 8.4 ms, TE = 3.8 ms, flip angle = 8°, FOV = 288 mm x 232 mm, image 284 
matrix = 288 x 232, 175 sagittal slices acquired in ascending direction, voxel size = 1 mm x 285 
1mm x 1 mm) and T2*-weighted axial echoplanar images (EPI) with bold oxygenation level-286 
dependent (BOLD) contrast (TR = 2600 ms, TE = 40 ms, flip angle = 85°, FOV = 240 mm x 240 287 
mm, image matrix 80 x 80, 38 transversal slices acquired in ascending direction, voxel size = 3 x 288 
3 x 3 mm). For each participant, an overall of 196 volumes x 5 experimental runs x 2 days = 289 
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1960 volumes were acquired. The anatomical image volume was acquired at the end of the 290 
experiment. 291 
 292 
Statistical analysis 293 
Behavioral data analysis - psychophysics and fMRI experiments 294 
For the behavioral analysis of the psychophysics experiment, we excluded trials where 295 
participants did not successfully fixate the central cross based on a dispersion criterion (i.e., 296 
distance of fixation from subject’s median of fixation (as defined in calibration trials) > 1.3 297 
degrees for three subsequent samples, Blignaut, 2009). Percentage [across subjects mean ± SEM] 298 
of trials excluded for auditory stimuli: 1.4% ± 0.4%; for visual stimuli: 1.3% ± 0.4%. The 299 
response time analysis was limited to correct trials and response times within the range of 300 
participant- and condition-specific mean ± two SD and < 1400 ms (i.e., within the response 301 
window).  302 
For auditory targets in the attended hemifield, median response times for each subject were 303 
entered into a two-sided paired t-test with auditory spatial expectation (expected vs unexpected 304 
stimulus) as factor.  305 
For visual targets, median response times for each subject were entered into a 2 (auditory spatial 306 
attention: attended vs unattended stimulus) x 2 (auditory spatial expectation: expected vs 307 
unexpected stimulus) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA).  308 
Unless otherwise indicated, we only report effects that are significant at p < 0.05. 309 
 310 
fMRI data analysis 311 
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The functional MRI data were analyzed with statistical parametric mapping (SPM12; Wellcome 312 
Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm, Friston et al., 1995). 313 
Scans from each subject were realigned using the first as a reference, unwarped, slice-time 314 
corrected and spatially normalized into MNI standard space using parameters from segmentation 315 
of the T1 structural image (Ashburner and Friston, 2005), resampled to a spatial resolution of 2 x 316 
2 x 2 mm3 and spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at half-maximum. 317 
The time series of all voxels were high-pass filtered to 1/128 Hz.  318 
The fMRI experiment was modeled in a mixed block/event-related fashion with regressors 319 
entered into the design matrix after convolving each event-related unit impulse with a canonical 320 
hemodynamic response function and its first temporal derivative. In addition to modeling the 16 321 
conditions in our 2 (stimulus modality: auditory vs visual) x 2 (auditory spatial attention: left vs 322 
right hemifield) x 2 (auditory spatial expectation: left vs right hemifield) x 2 (stimulus location: 323 
left vs right hemifield) factorial design, the statistical model included the onsets of the attention 324 
cue (i.e., auditory attention to the left hemifield, auditory attention to the right hemifield) as a 325 
separate regressor. Nuisance covariates included the realignment parameters to account for 326 
residual motion artifacts.  327 
Condition-specific effects for each subject were estimated according to the general linear model 328 
and passed to a second-level analysis as contrasts. This involved creating 16 contrast images 329 
(i.e., each of the 16 conditions relative to fixation, summed over the 10 runs) for each subject and 330 
entering them into a second-level ANOVA. Inferences were made at the second level to allow a 331 
random-effects analysis and inferences at the population level (Friston et al., 1995).  332 
At the random effects or group level, we pooled over stimulus locations (left/right) and, 333 
separately for each sensory modality, we tested for (i) the main effect of spatial attention (i.e., 334 
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attended > unattended auditory stimuli and vice versa, attended > unattended visual stimuli and 335 
vice versa) and (ii) the main effect of spatial expectation (i.e., expected > unexpected auditory 336 
stimuli and vice versa, expected > unexpected visual stimuli and vice versa).  337 
To assess whether these effects of spatial attention and expectation rely on amodal or modality-338 
specific systems, we investigated (i) whether the effects of attention and expectation are common 339 
for audition and vision (i.e., a logical “AND” conjunction over stimulus modalities) or (ii) 340 
whether the effects differ between audition and vision (i.e., the interaction between attention and 341 
stimulus modality and the interaction between expectation and stimulus modality).  342 
Finally, we investigated whether spatial attention and expectation effects were additive or 343 
interactive. Separately for each stimulus modality, we tested for (i) the effects that are common 344 
for attention and expectation (i.e., a logical “AND” conjunction over each attention and 345 
expectation main effects, i.e., additive effects) and (ii) the interaction between attention and 346 
expectation. 347 
Unless otherwise stated, we report activations at p < 0.05 at the cluster level corrected for 348 
multiple comparisons within the entire brain using an auxiliary (uncorrected) voxel threshold of 349 
p < 0.001. 350 
 351 
ROI analysis 352 
Based on our a priori hypothesis that spatial attention and expectation influence activations in 353 
primary sensory cortices, we tested for the effects of auditory spatial attention and expectation 354 
selectively within the primary auditory cortex and primary visual cortex. These areas of interests 355 
were defined using bilateral ROI maps from SPM Anatomy Toolbox (version 2.2b, Eickhoff et 356 
al., 2005). The anatomical mask for the primary auditory cortex encompassed 890 voxels in the 357 
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bilateral cytoarchitectonic maps TE 1.0, TE 1.1 and TE 1.2. The anatomical mask for the primary 358 
visual cortex encompassed 2936 voxels in the bilateral cytoarchitectonic maps hOC1. We 359 
extracted parameter estimates from each ROI, for each of the 16 conditions relative to fixation 360 
and for each subject and entered them into a 2 (auditory spatial attention: attended vs unattended 361 
stimulus) x 2 (auditory spatial expectation: expected vs unexpected stimulus) repeated measures 362 
ANOVA, separately for each stimulus modality (pooling over stimulus locations). 363 
To sensitize our analysis to attentional modulation of evoked responses, we re-performed this 364 
repeated measures ANOVA separately for (1) the ‘unilateral ROIs’ ipsilateral to the stimulus 365 
location and (2) the ‘unilateral ROIs’ contralateral to the stimulus location. Practically, this 366 
involved normalization to a symmetric MNI standard template (created by averaging the 367 
standard MNI template with its flipped version, Didelot et al., 2010) and (1) pooling over 368 
activations in the left ROI (for stimuli in the left hemifield) and the right ROI (for stimuli in the 369 
right hemifield) (i.e., ipsilateral ROIs) and (2) pooling over activations in the left ROI (for 370 
stimuli in the right hemifield) and the right ROI (for stimuli in the left hemifield) (i.e., 371 
contralateral ROIs), for the corresponding conditions in our 2 (attention) x 2 (expectation) x 2 372 
(stimulus modality) design (for similar analyses, see Lipschutz et al., 2002; Macaluso and Patria, 373 
2007). Because the results of these two ‘flipped’ analyses that separately tested for the effects of 374 
attention and expectation on ipsilateral and contralateral stimuli were comparable (with small 375 
deviations in p-values) to our main ROI analysis (because these effects were anyhow bilateral), 376 





In the following, we report (1) the behavioral results of the psychophysics and the fMRI 380 
experiment and (2) the imaging results of the fMRI experiment.  381 
 382 
Behavioral results – psychophysics and fMRI experiments 383 
In a target detection task, participants responded to auditory targets presented in their attended 384 
hemifield (i.e., auditory attention manipulation) and to all visual targets (Fig.1A, 1B and 1C). 385 
For both psychophysics and fMRI experiments, the two-sided paired-sample t-tests on response 386 
times for auditory stimuli in the attended hemifield showed significantly faster responses when 387 
this hemifield was expected than unexpected (psychophysics: t(30) = -4.56, p < 0.001, Cohen’s 388 
dav [95% CI] = -0.40 [-0.59 , -0.19]; fMRI: t(21) = -5.06, p < 0.001, Cohen’s dav [95% CI] = -389 
0.36 [-0.54, -0.18], Table 1 and left panel in Fig. 1D). 390 
For both psychophysics and fMRI experiments, the 2 (attended vs unattended) x 2 (expected vs 391 
unexpected) repeated measures ANOVA on response times for visual stimuli revealed a 392 
significant main effect of attention (psychophysics: F(1, 30) = 109.88, p < 0.001, ηp2 [90% CI] = 393 
0.79 [0.64, 0.84]; fMRI: F(1, 21) = 78.69, p < 0.001, ηp2 [90% CI] = 0.79 [0.61, 0.85]). 394 
Participants responded faster to visual stimuli in their attended than unattended hemifield. 395 
Moreover, a significant crossover interaction between attention and expectation was observed 396 
(psychophysics: F(1, 30) = 41.59, p < 0.001, ηp2 [90% CI] = 0.58 [0.36, 0.69]; fMRI: F(1, 21) = 397 
49.29, p < 0.001, ηp2 [90% CI] = 0.70 [0.47, 0.79]). The simple main effects showed that 398 
participants responded significantly faster to visual targets in the attended hemifield when this 399 
hemifield was expected than unexpected (psychophysics: t(30) = -5.46, p < 0.001, Cohen’s dav 400 
[95% CI] = -0.20 [-0.30, -0.11]; fMRI: t(21) = -3.94, p = 0.001, Cohen’s dav [95% CI] = -0.14 [-401 
0.22, -0.06]) (Table 1 and right panel in Fig. 1D). By contrast, they responded significantly more 402 
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slowly to visual targets in the unattended hemifield when this hemifield was expected than 403 
unexpected (psychophysics: t(30) = 5.44, p < 0.001, Cohen’s dav [95% CI] = 0.22 [0.12, 0.32]; 404 
fMRI: t(21) = 5.79, p < 0.001, Cohen’s dav [95% CI] = 0.18 [0.09, 0.26]) (Table 1 and right panel 405 
in Fig. 1D). Importantly, we observed equivalent response time results in the psychophysics and 406 
the fMRI experiment. As we discussed in the Materials and Methods section, this crossover 407 
interaction between attention and expectation can be explained by the profile of general and 408 
spatially selective response probabilities across conditions. Most prominently, when attention 409 
and expectation are directed to different hemifields as in block type 2, observers need to inhibit 410 
responses on a greater proportion of trials, leading to slower response times. 411 
 412 
Table 1 approximately here 413 
 414 
fMRI results 415 
Effects of auditory spatial attention separately for auditory and visual stimuli 416 
We first evaluated the main effect of spatial attention, separately for each stimulus modality.  417 
For auditory stimuli, auditory spatial attention (i.e., A attended vs unattended auditory stimuli) 418 
increased activations in bilateral thalami, caudates, hippocampi, left fronto-parietal operculum, 419 
left putamen and in a motor network encompassing the left central sulcus and the right 420 
cerebellum. The increased activations for auditory stimuli in motor areas can be explained by the 421 
motor responses that were given to auditory stimuli only in the attended hemifield. Conversely, 422 
because visual stimuli required a motor response in both hemifields, no attentional effects were 423 
observed in the motor network for visual stimuli.  424 
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Reorienting spatial attention to an auditory stimulus presented in the auditory unattended 425 
hemifield (i.e., A unattended vs attended auditory stimuli) induced activations in a 426 
predominantly right lateralized fronto-parietal system encompassing the bilateral superior frontal 427 
gyri (SFG)/sulci and the right postcentral sulcus extending into the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and 428 
the inferior parietal lobule (IPL). Significant activation increases were also observed in the right 429 
anterior cingulate cortex/SFG, right middle frontal gyrus (MFG) and bilateral insulae (orange 430 
and yellow on the inflated brain in Fig. 2).  431 
Likewise, shifting attention to a visual stimulus in the auditory unattended hemifield (i.e., A 432 
unattended vs attended visual stimuli) increased activations in a more bilateral fronto-parietal 433 
network including bilateral SFG, superior frontal, precentral and postcentral sulci extending into 434 
IPS. We also observed activation increases for unattended visual stimuli in the bilateral anterior 435 
cingulate cortices and right anterior insula (blue and yellow on the inflated brain in Fig. 2). Thus, 436 
even though spatial attention was manipulated selectively in the auditory modality, we observed 437 
similar effects for visual and auditory stimuli when they were presented in the hemifield that was 438 
task-irrelevant in audition.  439 
For completeness, no significant main effects of auditory attention for auditory or visual stimuli 440 
were found in primary auditory or visual cortices in our selective ROI analysis. However, we 441 
observed a main effect of auditory attention on visual stimuli at threshold significance (p = 0.05) 442 
in auditory cortices (Table 4).  443 
 444 




Next, we investigated the extent to which the neural systems engaged by attention shifts are 447 
common (i.e., amodal) or distinct (i.e., modality-specific) for auditory and visual stimuli. The 448 
conjunction analysis over sensory modalities showed increased activations for attention shifts 449 
(i.e., [A unattended > attended auditory stimuli] ∩ [A unattended > attended visual stimuli]) in 450 
the bilateral SFG and sulci, right anterior cingulate gyrus, right postcentral sulcus extending into 451 
IPS, and right anterior insula (Table 2 and Fig. 2).  452 
Only the right insula, which was also part of the attentional system that was commonly engaged 453 
by unattended auditory and visual stimuli, showed a stronger attentional effect for auditory than 454 
visual stimuli (i.e., interaction: [A unattended > attended auditory stimuli] > [A unattended > 455 
attended visual stimuli]) (Table 2 and Fig. 2).  456 
Table 2 and Fig. 2 show the significant clusters of the conjunction analysis: (i) right postcentral 457 
sulcus /IPS (encircled in yellow on the inflated SPM template and encircled in black in the axial 458 
slice) and (ii) right SFG (encircled in yellow on the inflated SPM template and encircled in black 459 
in the axial slice). (iii) The interaction between attention and stimulus modality in the right insula 460 
is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 2 (encircled in white on the inflated SPM template and encircled in 461 
black in the axial slice).  462 
 463 
In summary, in line with our behavioral results, our fMRI analysis suggests that the effect of 464 
auditory spatial attention generalizes to visual stimuli. Spatial reorienting to both auditory and 465 
visual stimuli in the hemifield that was task-irrelevant selectively in audition increased 466 
activations in a widespread right lateralized fronto-parietal system (Shomstein and Yantis, 2006; 467 
Indovina and Macaluso, 2007; Santangelo et al., 2008; Shulman et al., 2009; Doricchi et al., 468 
2010). While the right insula exhibited significantly stronger attentional effects for auditory than 469 
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visual stimuli, we did not observe attentional effects that were truly selective for stimuli from 470 
either the visual or auditory modality. Collectively, these results suggest that spatial attention and 471 
reorienting rely predominantly on neural systems that are interactively shared across sensory 472 
modalities, even though they may be more strongly engaged by stimuli of the sensory modality 473 
where spatial attention is directly manipulated. 474 
 475 
Table 2 approximately here 476 
Figure 2 approximately here 477 
 478 
Effects of auditory spatial expectation separately for auditory and visual stimuli 479 
Auditory stimuli in the expected relative to unexpected hemifield elicited significantly greater 480 
activation in the bilateral medial prefrontal cortices (i.e., anterior portions of the SFG) and the 481 
bilateral precunei/posterior cingulate gyri (Table 3 and Fig. 3, Summerfield et al., 2006).  482 
 483 
Table 3 approximately here 484 
Figure 3 approximately here 485 
 486 
By contrast, auditory stimuli in the unexpected relative to expected hemifield increased 487 
activations in a widespread fronto-parietal system encompassing bilateral SFG/MFG and sulci 488 
and the postcentral/parietal sulci extending into IPL. We also observed activation increases for 489 
unexpected auditory stimuli in the bilateral precunei, anterior insulae, anterior and posterior 490 
cingulate gyri, and in the bilateral plana temporalia and superior temporal gyri (STG) previously 491 
implicated in spatial processing (Griffiths and Warren, 2002; Brunetti et al., 2005; Ahveninen et 492 
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al., 2006) (Table 3, Fig. 4). Critically, the effects of expectation in regions of the auditory 493 
cortices were not observed for unattended relative to attended stimuli (p < 0.05 uncorrected) 494 
suggesting that they were selective for auditory expectation. Surprisingly, unexpected relative to 495 
expected auditory stimuli increased activations also in the bilateral calcarine cortices (Table 3, 496 
Fig. 4). 497 
 498 
Our selective ROI analysis also revealed higher activations for unexpected relative to expected 499 
auditory stimuli in primary auditory and visual cortices (indicated by the asterisks in Table 4). 500 
Surprisingly, neither whole brain nor ROI analysis revealed any significant effects of spatial 501 
expectation for visual stimuli. 502 
 503 
Table 4 approximately here 504 
 505 
Effects of auditory spatial expectation: commonalities and differences between auditory and 506 
visual stimuli 507 
Our results suggest that a widespread neural system forms spatial expectations selectively for 508 
stimuli from the auditory modality where signal probability was manipulated. Indeed, this was 509 
confirmed by the significant interaction between expectation and stimulus modality ([A 510 
unexpected > expected auditory stimuli] > [A unexpected > expected visual stimuli]) that was 511 
observed in large parts of the neural system showing auditory expectation effects for auditory 512 
stimuli (see areas on the inflated brain with white outline in Fig. 4). By contrast, the conjunction 513 
analyses over stimulus modality did not reveal any significant effects of auditory expectation that 514 




Figure 4 approximately here 517 
 518 
Additive and interactive effects of spatial attention and expectation - separately for auditory and 519 
visual stimuli 520 
Finally, we investigated separately for auditory and visual stimuli whether attention and 521 
expectation effects engage common neural systems in an additive (i.e., conjunction over 522 
attention and expectation) or interactive fashion (i.e., interaction between attention and 523 
expectation).  524 
For auditory stimuli, neither the whole brain nor the selective ROI analysis (Table 4) revealed 525 
any significant interaction between attention and expectation. By contrast, the conjunction 526 
analysis over attention and expectation revealed activation increases jointly for unattended > 527 
attended and unexpected > expected (i.e., in an additive fashion) in a predominantly right-528 
lateralized fronto-parietal system including the bilateral superior/middle frontal gyri/sulci and the 529 
right postcentral/intraparietal sulcus extending into right IPL. Further, we observed additive 530 
effects in the right anterior cingulate gyrus and in the bilateral insulae (Fig. 5).  531 
 532 
Figure 5 approximately here 533 
 534 
For visual stimuli, the whole brain analysis did not reveal any significant additive or interactive 535 
effects for attention and expectation. The ROI analysis revealed a significant interaction between 536 
attention and expectation in the primary visual cortex, with greater activations for unexpected 537 
than expected visual stimuli in the attended hemifield, but lower activation for unexpected than 538 
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expected visual stimuli in the unattended hemifield (indicated by the asterisk in Table 4). As we 539 
discussed in the Materials and Methods section, this interaction between attention and 540 
expectation may potentially be caused by differences in response probabilities, response times 541 
and associated processes of response inhibition that are increased for block type 2 relative to 542 
block type 1. 543 
 544 
 545 
Effect of ‘awareness of auditory expectation manipulation’ 546 
Only four out of the 22 participants were not aware of the spatial expectation manipulation in 547 
audition. For completeness, we therefore investigated whether the expectation effects for 548 
auditory stimuli depended on observers’ explicit knowledge about auditory signal probability. 549 
Hence, at the second between participants level we compared the auditory expectation effects 550 
between these four ‘unaware’ and 18 ‘aware’ participants (i.e., interaction between unexpected > 551 
expected for auditory stimuli for ‘aware’ vs ‘unaware’). However, this interaction did not reveal 552 
significant clusters (whole brain corrected). By contrast, a conjunction-null conjunction analysis 553 
over both groups replicated the effects for unexpected relative to expected auditory stimuli in 554 
planum temporale, anterior insula and parietal cortex. These results suggest that explicit 555 
knowledge may not be required for the brain to express activation increases signaling a 556 






The current study was designed to investigate whether the brain allocates attentional resources 561 
and forms expectations over space separately or interactively across the senses. To dissociate the 562 
effects of spatial attention and expectation we orthogonally manipulated spatial attention as 563 
response requirement and expectation as stimulus probability over space selectively in audition 564 
and assessed their effects on neural and behavioral responses in audition and vision. 565 
Consistent with previous research, our behavioral results show that participants responded 566 
significantly faster to visual stimuli that were presented in the hemifield where auditory stimuli 567 
were task-relevant (Spence and Driver, 1996, 1997). In other words, directing observers’ spatial 568 
attention to one hemifield selectively in audition impacted participants’ response speed to 569 
auditory and visual stimuli, suggesting that attentional resources are at least partly shared across 570 
sensory modalities. 571 
Likewise, the neural responses to both auditory and visual stimuli depended on auditory spatial 572 
attention. Irrespective of their sensory modality, unattended relative to attended stimuli increased 573 
activations in a widespread right-lateralized dorsal and ventral fronto-parietal system that has 574 
previously been implicated in sustained spatial attention (e.g., Leitão et al., 2015, 2017) and 575 
spatial (re)orienting and contextual updating based on attentional cuing paradigms that conflated 576 
attention and expectation (Nobre et at., 2000; Macaluso et al., 2002; Kincade et al. 2005; 577 
Bressler et al., 2008; Santangelo et al., 2008). By orthogonally manipulating task-relevance (i.e., 578 
response requirement) and expectation (i.e., signal probability), the current study allowed us to 579 
attribute these fronto-parietal activations to attentional mechanisms. Our results corroborate that 580 
the brain has only limited abilities to define spatial locations as task-relevant or irrelevant 581 
independently for audition and vision (Eimer and Schröger, 1998; Eimer, 1999; Macaluso, 582 
2010). As a result, visual stimuli engaged spatial reorienting even though they should have been 583 
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attended equally in both hemifields. Conversely, auditory stimuli induced attentional reorienting, 584 
even though they should have been ignored as task-irrelevant. The – at least to some extent – 585 
‘amodal’ definition of spatial task-relevance may also explain the extensive activations that we 586 
observed for ‘unattended’ stimuli not only in the ventral, but also the dorsal attentional network 587 
that is typically more associated with sustained attention. Greater sustained attention may be 588 
required for stimuli in the ‘auditory unattended’ hemifield, because the brain needs to decide 589 
whether to respond (i.e., visual stimuli) or not to respond (i.e., auditory stimuli; see also Indovina 590 
and Macaluso, 2007; Santangelo et al., 2008 for further discussion). In summary, our behavioral 591 
and neuroimaging findings suggest that spatial attention, when defined as task-relevance, 592 
operates interactively across the senses. 593 
Next, we asked whether the neural systems encode spatial signal probability independently 594 
across audition and vision. Behaviorally, we observed faster responses to expected than 595 
unexpected stimuli irrespective of sensory modality in the task-relevant hemifield. Yet, 596 
surprisingly we observed faster responses for unexpected than expected visual stimuli in the 597 
task-irrelevant hemifield (n.b. auditory stimuli did not require a response in the task-irrelevant 598 
hemifield). Hence, we observed a significant interaction between attention and expectation for 599 
visual response times. As discussed in the Materials and Methods section and in greater detail in 600 
Zuanazzi and Noppeney (2018), this interaction for visual response times most likely results 601 
from the differences in the general response probability across conditions. The response 602 
probability is greater when attention and expectation are congruent and directed to the same 603 
hemifield (90% of the trials in blocks of type 1) than when they are directed to different 604 
hemifields (60% of the trials in blocks of type 2) (Fig. 1A and 1B). Put differently, observers 605 
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need to inhibit their responses on a greater proportion of trials in block type 2, when the 606 
frequency of task-irrelevant auditory stimuli in the auditory unattended hemifield is high. 607 
 608 
Critically, fMRI allows us to move beyond response times and track the neural processes across 609 
the entire visual and auditory processing hierarchy irrespective of whether (e.g., auditory) stimuli 610 
are responded to. This provides us with the opportunity to investigate whether the brain forms 611 
expectations or spatial event probability maps separately for different sensory modalities. Based 612 
on the notion of predictive coding, we would then expect activation increases signaling a 613 
prediction error for stimuli that are presented at unexpected spatial locations (Rao and Ballard, 614 
1999; Friston, 2005). Indeed, spatially unexpected relative to expected auditory stimuli increased 615 
activations as a prediction error signal in the plana temporalia that are critical for auditory spatial 616 
encoding as well as higher order fronto-parietal areas. These results suggest that the planum 617 
temporale forms spatial prediction error signals for spatial unexpected auditory stimuli that then 618 
propagate up the hierarchy into fronto-parietal areas (Friston, 2005). Alternatively, prediction 619 
error signals in the planum temporale may trigger the fronto-parietal attentional system leading 620 
to spatial reorienting (den Ouden et al., 2012). Our design and the sluggishness of the BOLD-621 
response make it difficult to dissociate between these two explanations for the fronto-parietal 622 
activations. Future EEG/MEG studies may be able to disentangle whether the expression of 623 
prediction error signals in the planum temporale may subsequently trigger attentional reorienting 624 
in the fronto-parietal system. 625 
 Critically, however, we observed activation increases only for auditory stimuli when presented 626 
in the auditory unexpected hemifield, but not for visual stimuli. In fact, even the visual cortex 627 
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showed activation increases only for unexpected auditory stimuli potentially mediated via direct 628 
connectivity from auditory areas or top-down modulation from parietal cortices.  629 
Likewise, activation increases for spatially expected stimuli were observed selectively for 630 
audition in the medial prefrontal cortex that has previously been implicated in forming 631 
representations consistent with one’s expectations (Summerfield et al., 2006). Hence, in line with 632 
the notion of predictive coding, higher order areas such as the medial prefrontal cortex form 633 
representations when stimuli match our spatial expectations, while sensory and potentially 634 
fronto-parietal areas signal a prediction error when our spatial expectations are violated (Rao and 635 
Ballard, 1999; Friston, 2005). Critically, spatial expectations and prediction error signals were 636 
formed in a modality-specific fashion selectively for audition, where stimulus probability was 637 
explicitly manipulated. In fact, we did not observe any significant positive or negative 638 
expectation effects for visual stimuli anywhere in the brain even at an uncorrected threshold of p 639 
< 0.2 at the cluster level. These results suggest that the neural systems can form and compute 640 
spatial expectations that encode the probability of stimulus occurrence separately for different 641 
sensory modalities.  642 
 643 
Finally, we asked separately for audition and vision whether spatial attention and expectations 644 
influence these neural responses in an additive or interactive fashion. Recent accounts of 645 
predictive coding suggest that attention may increase the precision of prediction errors 646 
potentially leading to an increase in prediction error signals (i.e., BOLD-response enhancement 647 
for unexpected relative expected stimuli) in the attended hemifield (Feldman and Friston, 2010; 648 
Auksztulewicz and Friston, 2015). However, contrary to this prediction, spatial attention and 649 
expectation did not interact in the auditory modality but influenced neural responses in this 650 
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system in an additive fashion. Our conjunction analysis over spatial attention and expectation 651 
revealed a dorsal and ventral fronto-parietal network that was jointly recruited by spatial 652 
reorienting as well as expectation violations in audition (n.b. which may in turn trigger spatial 653 
reorienting). By contrast, in primary visual areas we observed a significant interaction between 654 
spatial attention and expectation selectively for visual stimuli (ROI analysis, Table 4). 655 
Activations for visual stimuli were greater when attention and expectation were directed to 656 
different hemifields than to the same hemifield. This activation profile mimics the pattern that we 657 
observed for behavioral response times and can be found at a lower threshold of significance 658 
throughout the motor system (e.g., primary motor cortex and cerebellum). It may thus be most 659 
likely mediated by top-down influences from response selection processes onto sensory cortices 660 
(van Elk et al., 2010; Gutteling et al., 2013; Gutteling et al., 2015). The interaction between 661 
attention and expectation in our study highlights processes of expectation (or stimulus 662 
history/probability) that depend on whether these stimuli were task-relevant (i.e., targets) or 663 
irrelevant (i.e., non-targets). It thereby contributes to the growing literature that reveals the 664 
importance of selection history (i.e., the probability of targets vs non-targets or distractors) on 665 
spatial (and other) priority maps (Awh et al., 2012; Lamy and Kristjánsson, 2013; Chelazzi and 666 
Santandrea, 2018; Theeuwes, 2018).  667 
 668 
In conclusion, our results demonstrate that spatial attention and expectation engage partly 669 
overlapping neural systems yet differ in their modality-specificity. Attentional resources were 670 
controlled interactively across audition and vision within a widespread right-lateralized fronto-671 
parietal system. By contrast, spatial expectations and prediction error signals were formed in the 672 
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planum temporale and fronto-parietal cortices selectively for auditory stimuli where stimulus 673 
probability was explicitly manipulated.  674 
Future studies need to investigate the extent to which the modality-specificity of spatial 675 
expectations depends on the statistical structure of the multisensory environment. For instance, in 676 
our experiment auditory and visual signals never occurred together thereby promoting an 677 
encoding of signal probability separately for each sensory modality. We therefore need to assess 678 
the impact of correlations between auditory and visual signals on the encoding of signal 679 
probability. Moreover, given the highly factorial nature of our design, we manipulated signal 680 
probability only in audition and assessed the generalization to vision. The reverse experiment 681 
(i.e., manipulating signal probability in vision) could reveal potential differences in the encoding 682 
and generalization of signal probability between audition and vision (see related discussion about 683 
asymmetric links of attentional resources in Spence and Driver, 1997; Ward et al., 2000). 684 
Because auditory events are typically transient and visual objects permanent, the brain may have 685 
developed different strategies for encoding signal probabilities across the senses. Finally, future 686 
studies may manipulate stimulus probability via probabilistic cues rather than stimulus frequency 687 
to further characterize the neural mechanisms mediating prediction and prediction error signals 688 
(e.g., relationship between expectations/predictions and repetition suppression/priming, Wiggs 689 
and Martin, 1998). 690 
 691 
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Figure legends  871 
 872 
Figure 1. Experimental design, example stimuli of the psychophysics and fMRI experiment and 873 
behavioral results of the fMRI experiment.  874 
A, The factorial design manipulated: auditory (A) spatial attention (attended hemifield – full 875 
pattern, vs unattended hemifield – striped pattern), A spatial expectation (expected hemifield – 876 
dark shade, vs unexpected hemifield– light shade) and stimulus modality (auditory modality – 877 
orange, vs visual modality – blue). For illustration purposes and analysis, we pooled over 878 
stimulus locations (left/right). Presence vs absence of response requirement is indicated by the 879 
hand symbol. B, Number of auditory (orange) and visual (blue) trials in the 2 (A attended vs 880 
unattended) x 2 (A expected vs unexpected) design. Presence vs absence of response requirement 881 
is indicated by the hand symbol. The fraction of the area indicated by the ‘Response’ hand 882 
symbol pooled over the two bars of one particular block type (e.g., block type 1) represents the 883 
‘general response probability’ (i.e., the overall probability that a response is required on a 884 
particular trial); the general response probability is greater for block type 1 (90%), where 885 
attention and expectation are congruent, than block type 2 (60%), where they are incongruent. 886 
The fraction of the area indicated by the ‘Response’ hand symbol for each bar represents the 887 
‘spatially selective response probability’, i.e., the probability that the observer needs to make a 888 
response conditioned on the signal being presented in a particular hemifield; the spatially 889 
selective response probability is greater when unattended signals are presented in the unexpected 890 
(71.4%) than expected (38.4%) hemifield. C, fMRI runs included ten blocks of 20 trials 891 
alternating with fixation periods. A fixation cross was presented throughout the entire run. Its 892 
color indicated: white = fixation period; green or pink = activation period with auditory attention 893 
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directed to the left (or right) hemifield. On each trial participants were presented with an auditory 894 
or visual stimulus (100 ms duration) either in their left or right hemifield. They were instructed 895 
to respond as fast and accurately as possible with their right index finger within a response 896 
window of 1400 ms. D, Bar plots show response times (across subjects’ mean (±SEM)) for each 897 
of the six conditions with response requirements in the fMRI experiment. The brackets and stars 898 
indicate significance of main effects and interactions. ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. Audition: 899 
orange; vision: blue; attended: full pattern; unattended: striped pattern; expected: dark shade; 900 
unexpected: light shade. 901 
 902 
 903 
Figure 2. Auditory (A) unattended > attended for auditory and visual stimuli. 904 
Activation increases for A unattended > attended stimuli for auditory (AUD, orange, height 905 
threshold: p < 0.001, uncorr., extent threshold k > 0 voxels) and visual (VIS, blue, height 906 
threshold: p < 0.001, uncorr., extent threshold k > 0 voxels) stimuli (overlap: yellow) are 907 
rendered on an inflated canonical brain. The conjunction of A unattended > attended for auditory 908 
and visual stimuli is encircled in yellow (height threshold: p < 0.001, uncorr., extent threshold k 909 
> 0 voxels). Activation increases for A unattended > attended that are greater for auditory than 910 
visual stimuli (i.e., interaction) are encircled in white (height threshold: p < 0.001, uncorr., extent 911 
threshold k > 0 voxels). Bar plots show the parameter estimates (across participants mean ± 912 
SEM, averaged across all voxels in the black encircled cluster) in the (i) right 913 
postcentral/intraparietal sulcus, (ii) right superior frontal gyrus and (iii) right anterior insula that 914 
are displayed on axial slices of a mean image created by averaging the subjects’ normalized 915 
structural images. The bar graphs represent the size of the effect pertaining to BOLD magnitude 916 
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in nondimensional unit (corresponding to percentage whole-brain mean). Audition: orange; 917 
vision: blue; attended: full pattern; unattended: striped pattern; expected: dark shade; 918 
unexpected: light shade. 919 
 920 
 921 
Figure 3. Auditory (A) expected > unexpected for auditory and visual stimuli. 922 
Activation increases for A expected > unexpected auditory stimuli (orange) are rendered on an 923 
inflated canonical brain; they are encircled in white if they are significantly greater for auditory 924 
than visual stimuli (i.e., interaction). Height threshold of p < 0.001, uncorrected; extent threshold 925 
k > 0 voxels.  926 
Bar plots show the parameter estimates (across participants mean ± SEM, averaged across all 927 
voxels in the black encircled cluster) in the medial prefrontal cortices (i.e., anterior portions of 928 
the superior frontal gyri) that are displayed on axial slices of a mean image created by averaging 929 
the subjects’ normalized structural images; the bar graphs represent the size of the effect in 930 
nondimensional unit (corresponding to percentage whole-brain mean). Audition: orange; vision: 931 




Figure 4. Auditory (A) unexpected > expected for auditory and visual stimuli. 936 
Activation increases for A unexpected > expected stimuli for auditory stimuli (orange) are 937 
rendered on an inflated canonical brain; they are encircled in white if they are significantly 938 
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greater for auditory than visual stimuli (i.e., interaction). Height threshold of p < 0.001, 939 
uncorrected; extent threshold k > 0 voxels.  940 
Bar plots show the parameter estimates (across participants mean ± SEM, averaged across all 941 
voxels in the black encircled cluster) in (i) bilateral superior temporal gyri and bilateral 942 
intraparietal sulci, (ii) bilateral superior frontal gyri and (iii) bilateral calcarine cortices that are 943 
displayed on axial slices of a mean image created by averaging the subjects’ normalized 944 
structural images. The bar graphs represent the size of the effect in nondimensional unit 945 
(corresponding to percentage whole-brain mean). Audition: orange; vision: blue; attended: full 946 
pattern; unattended: striped pattern; expected: dark shade; unexpected: light shade. 947 
 948 
 949 
Figure 5. Additive effects of auditory (A) attention and expectation in audition (AUD).  950 
Activation increases common (i.e., conjunction) for A attention and expectation main effects in 951 
the auditory modality ([A unattended > attended AUD] ∩ [A unexpected > expected AUD]) are 952 
rendered in orange on an inflated canonical brain; height threshold of p < 0.001, uncorrected; 953 











Table 1. Behavioral results. 963 
Group mean reaction times (RT) for each stimulus modality in each condition for the 964 
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Table 2. ‘Amodal’ and modality dependent mechanisms of auditory spatial attention. 985 
p-values are FWE corrected at the cluster level for multiple comparisons within the entire brain. 986 



















 x y z    
[A unattended > attended auditory stimuli] 
∩ [A unattended > attended visual stimuli] 
      
 R superior frontal gyrus 18 -4 64 4.09 731 0.000 
 R superior frontal sulcus 28 -6 46 4.38   
 R anterior cingulate gyrus 10 18 36 3.67   
 L superior frontal gyrus -14  -10 64 3.69 268 0.005 
 L superior frontal sulcus -30 -8 48 4.07   
 R postcentral sulcus/ 
R intraparietal sulcus 
42 -32 40 3.74 304 0.003 
 R anterior insula 30 20 6 4.41 185 0.027 
[A unattended > attended auditory stimuli]  
> [A unattended > attended visual stimuli] 
      
 R anterior insula 38 16 -12 4.32 209 0.016 
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Table 3. Main effects of auditory spatial expectation for auditory stimuli. 998 
 p-values are FWE corrected at the cluster level for multiple comparisons within the entire brain. 999 
Auxiliary uncorrected voxel threshold of p < 0.001. L, Left; R, right; A, auditory. 1000 








 x y z    
A Expected > unexpected auditory stimuli       
 R superior frontal gyrus 8 54 18 4.91 1458 0.000 
 L superior frontal gyrus -6 54 36 5.80   
 R precuneus -4 -52 26 3.90 260 0.006 
 L precuneus 6 -56 26 3.28   
A Unexpected > expected auditory stimuli       
 R superior temporal gyrus 60 -44 16 7.47 18305 0.000 
 L superior temporal gyrus -62 -34 14 5.44   
 R postcentral sulcus/ 
R intraparietal sulcus 
34 -58 46 5.93   
 L postcentral sulcus/ 
L intraparietal sulcus 
-38 -46 42 5.79   
 R precuneus 4 -54 54 6.49   
 L precuneus -8 -54 54 6.48   
 R anterior insula 38 16 2 7.48   
 L anterior insula -32 16 2 6.94   
 R posterior cingulate gyrus/ 
L posterior cingulate gyrus 
4 -28 26 5.18 339 0.001 
 R anterior cingulate gyrus 8 22 32 5.40 4222 0.000 
 R superior frontal gyrus 18 2 66 4.14   
 L superior frontal gyrus -26 -8 70 4.23   
 L precentral sulcus -38 0 38 5.08   
 R precentral sulcus 40 6 30 4.97 2186 0.000 
 R middle frontal gyrus 40 34 36 4.42   
 L middle frontal gyrus -34 46 24 4.56 810 0.000 
 R calcarine cortex 12 -84 8 3.75 680 0.000 
 L calcarine cortex -12 -84 6 3.71   
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Table 4. Results of the ROI analysis for each stimulus modality.  1001 
ROIs: primary auditory and primary visual cortex. 90% CI of ηp2 is given in square brackets. ** 1002 






of A attention 
Main effect  
of A expectation 
Interaction 
A attention x expectation 
Primary auditory cortex Auditory stimuli 
F (1,21) 
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0.006 [0, 0.131] 
Primary visual cortex Auditory stimuli 
F (1,21) 
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0.194 [0.008, 0.406] 





